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SUMMARY

Title:

Investigation and analysis of SSI effects in seismic response of NPPs EMO and EBO.

Research Institute:

Institute of Construction and Architecture, Slovak Academy of Sciences, Bratislava,
SLOVAKIA

Chief Scientific Investigator:

Prof. Ing. Emilia Juhasova, DrSc.

Period of Contract:

8234/EN 1.11.1994-31.10.1995
8234/R1 15.12.1995-14.12.1996
8234/R2 15.2.1997-14.2.1998

Scientific Background and the Scope of Project:

The work carried out under the contract was devoted to the investigation of expected seismic
response of the structures of NPPs of WWER 213 440 MW type, that are erected on Slovak
territory in Jaslovske Bohunice and Mochovce. The special attention was devoted to the
analysis of the properties of subsoil materials and the transfer of seismic waves from the bedrock
to the foundation of structures. Theoretical background was elaborated and discussed for wave
propagation in general conditions of a wave field, for vertical propagation of shear waves and
for version of propagation of surface waves. Alternative procedure was derived for non-linear
media accounting for complex modulus theory. Material characteristics of subsoil were
investigated for both NPPs, giving the data for next analysis. The data were collected from
previous research and at the same time supplementary laboratory investigation was carried out
in ICA SAS.
The obtained results were used as a basis for forecasting and calculation of expected seismic
response when the time history records from Paks Hungary explosion tests were used as an
input. It was pointed out that the used procedure, together with previous calculation of subsoil
transfer characteristics completed very well the comparison with experimental results.
As a case study of torsion seismic input effects was analysed on the NPP V2 EBO vent stack,
using the separate translate or rotation seismic inputs or their common action. The obtained
results show the importance to analyse effects of a space seismic response including combined
translate and rotation inputs. The discussion is devoted also to expected rotation seismic effects
on NPP Paks stack and on reactor building.

Recommendation is given to verify continuously calculation results, accounting for experiences,
independent results of different teams and experimental values. It is important to prefer space
structural model and to include appropriate attenuation relationships that should correspond to
the vibration source type, its distance from the considered structure and path geology
conditions.



Experimental Methods

Experiments were realised to obtain sufficient information about properties soil materials
necessary for dynamic response analysis.
This task was connected firstly with the collection and review of previous experimental data
obtained by different teams for NPP V2 EBO and NPP EMO.
The field experiments of vibration from explosions both in the site of EBO and EMO were
subjected to more detailed analysis to better describe the static and dynamic properties of
subsoil materials.

Laboratory research was concentrated to the investigation of static and dynamic stiffness and
strength parameters of rock prism samples that were taken from the site EMO.

There were tested:
- prism samples using non-destructive resonant test - to obtain the dynamic modulus of elasticity
and damping ratio for low strains,
- cube and prism samples using destructive compression test - to obtain the compression
modulus of elasticity, Poisson ratio and strength in simple compression,
- prism samples using destructive tension in bending test - to obtain the strength in tension under
bending and tension modulus of elasticity,
-prism samples using destructive test in simple tension - to obtain the strength in simple tension.

It should be mentioned that the records from explosion tests obtained by ISMES team in
Hungary - NPP Paks site were also used for comparative studies.

Results Obtained

The overall objectives of the presented research Contract were to provide a better insight into
the actual expected seismic response of existing civil engineering structures of Slovak NPPs,
taking into account the present knowledge about the influence of subsoil properties and soil
structure interaction effects.
Experimental data base gave the soil characteristics and their variation as is necessary for the
dynamic analysis of structural systems.
The theoretical and numerical analysis of soil-structure interaction was based on the analysis of
previous data and knowledge with the aim better and more realistically describe the expected
seismic behaviour of structures in case of stronger seismic event.
The theoretical background of problem was analysed and numerically tested. The derived
procedures were used in calculation codes and compared with the results obtained by more
simplified approaches.
The results show the acceptance of the used method and the variation of input data. The method
is conveniently usable in connection with FEM calculations of seismic response.
The realised tests of previous authors were analysed and the comparison was done between
different approaches.
Obtained experimental characteristics are usable for the analysis of limit states of supporting
materials as well as the spare resistance capacity of subsoil.
From theoretical and numerical analysis the information was obtained related to the effects of
wave transfer through layered subsoil of NPP EBO and partially for NPP Paks. Case studies of
the effects of rotation seismic inputs gave values that inform about the increase in deflections
and stresses in comparison to those corresponding only to translate seismic inputs.



Conclusions

The design of structural systems with larger seismic capability and resistance is connected with
few conditions. In the first order it is appropriate definition of seismic input. The adopted
classical approach uses response spectra method but it cover several problematic points. Firstly
it is insufficiency of method to account the influence of frequency components phase in loading
and the response. The replacement of actual multi-mode seismic response by RMS (root mean
square) response can cause too low result considering small number of natural modes, or at
large number the calculation results can several times overcross the actual seismic response.

Also the local non-linearities can be better identified using solution in time domain. In the range
of very low frequencies one must distinguish the pseudoacceleration response spectra
(important for civil engineering structures) and the absolute acceleration response spectra
(important for secondary seismic loading of technology systems and equipment inside of the
structure). This effect can be very low or more significant and depends from the participation of
individual frequency components in seismic loading, usually in the range below 1 Hz.

Separate question comes from procedures recommended by standards to describe the effect of
soil-structure interaction and the influence of different subsoil on the shape of seismic response
spectra. The latest proposals are directed to the splitting of shape and values of standard
seismic response spectra in relation to maximum peak input acceleration and the type of subsoil.
It seems, however, the preferring the seismic response spectra approach meets to boundaries of
its principle and in cases of higher seismicity the results obtained are unrealistic.

Nowadays, when FEM calculation codes are available in design offices, we can seriously
consider the wider applications of calculations in time domain using either modal analysis
method or direct numerical integration method. Therefore, it is purposing to estimate firstly the
structure type, seismicity degree, foundation and soil characteristics and then reconsider the
calculation procedure to be applied. The seismic response at larger seismic loading is highly
recommended to be solved in time domain. In such case, we are able to introduce necessary
non-linearities into calculation and to follow eventually suppress the conditions for origination
of undesirable deformations and stresses of any kind.

The influence of the embedment of the foundation has its importance. It is already incorporated
into standards and guides and it can be applied in practice. The results show cases of
improvement in total seismic behaviour of subsoil and the reduction of seismic vulnerability of
structures. Structural improvements, seismic isolation and different response reduction systems
serve to improve the seismic behaviour of technology and structures with successive vibration
modification.

Important conclusions come from the analysis of the effects other than that connected with
translate seismic inputs. It concerns the wave effects and the rotation seismic inputs which
excite additional rotation vibrations. These phenomena are important both for symmetrical and
asymmetrical structures.

Case studies demonstrated larger participation of torsional modes in the total seismic response.
Discussed torsional effects are worth to be analysed and taken into account for NPP structures.

In general, we can conclude that for reasonable analysis of rotation inputs both structural model
and inputs should be built in space mode. Such approach implies changes in natural frequencies
and modes of vibration. Different positions of initiative failure regions should be expected in



relation to used structural model and inputs. Rotation seismic inputs cause the increase of
stresses in edge structural elements. Remarkable torsion effects can appear also in the case of
symmetrical structures. The increase of stresses is obvious in torsion-translate response of
asymmetrical structures. The important tasks arise to pay larger attention to rotation seismic
inputs and to spread the response analysis to combined inputs. It should be emphasised the
necessity to follow the properties of soil media in time domain. The wave velocities have to be
checked in relation to the dimensions of structure foundation, together with the continuous
control of seismic resistance capacity in critical parts of structure. Simultaneously, the
appropriate changes should be introduced into structural model depending on the degree of
non-linear behaviour. The verification of stresses in critical parts gives the answer whether the
design is sufficient or it should be modified.
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PREFACE

Looking into development of Standards and Codes that are available for seismic design and
upgrading of structures, the progress can be observed both in better estimation of seismic
resistance capacity and in better understanding the impact of different measures when the
existing structures should be upgraded. Important task is to understand the situation of
anticipated stress and deformation states that are connected with possible input combination.
Standard or site specific response spectra are frequently adopted to calculate the seismic
response. They reached with time the grade which can be accepted quite well for certain group
of structures. But mechanical application of this scheme for every type of structure can bring
remarkable deviation from the design that can be accepted like seismic resistant. In this report,
that completes two previous ones [5], [7], we analyse two aspects. First one is devoted to
discuss experimental response of NPP Paks in relation to forecast response and those calculated
using different calculation models and assumptions. Second one is devoted to the analysis of
seismic response of reinforced concrete vent stack in order to point out the influence of different
input modelling and response calculation. An attention is devoted to the purposing stress
analysis with or without account for rotation seismic inputs.

1. SEISMIC INPUTS

Let us present and summarise shortly the basic properties of seismic motion. Earthquakes may
be caused by various phenomena - tectonic motions, volcanic activity, explosions, rock falls in
tunnels and old mines, etc. For engineers, earthquakes of tectonic origin are of most interest.
Concerning their mechanism, the most widespread theory says that tectonic earthquakes are
caused by shifts along geological faults. The simplest evaluation of earthquakes may be obtained
by using some of the seismic scales according to the degree of local damage. This procedure
works on the bases of observation of consequences of earthquake and can be used also for
territories where no strong motion network was installed. However, for most engineering
structures such an evaluation is too rough. The three component accelerograms or other records
in time of ground motion in two horizontal and vertical directions are more appropriate
characteristics. This is sufficient for determining the earthquake effects on small and medium
structures. In some cases space characteristics of seismic motion effects are of special
importance, for example torsional components for light and asymmetrical buildings. The large
disadvantage of seismic intensity scales is the subjective character of evaluation. Human
sensitivity varies, the damage to structures depends on the method of their design and
construction, in non-settled regions the intensity is determined by deformations in faults or by
relative ground shear, which may naturally occur independently of earthquakes. It seems that the
scales with added data on maximum acceleration are also ineffective because their connection
with the degree of building damage is relatively weak. The amplification of seismic effects while
passing through the geological strata and building structure depends on further parameters, not
only on the simple value of the recorded acceleration. Regardless of the causes of earthquakes
originated at depth, waves are divided into longitudinal P-waves and shear transverse S-waves.
However, on accelerograms their effect is more complicated, because the group of the shear
S-waves is acting before the longitudinal P-waves are damped. Besides this, it is clear that the
properties of strong ground motions are dependent on the multiple reflection and refraction of
waves.

A typical seismic accelerogram contains three basic wave groups, namely longitudinal P-waves,
shear S-waves, surface L-waves, the last ones including the Rayleigh, Love and other waves. In
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accelerograms of strong earthquakes, the Love waves are usually overlapped by the S-waves
tail.

The motion of the quickest of them, i.e. the longitudinal P-waves has a similar character as
sound waves, namely when propagating they cause alternative tension and compression. They
are able to pass through both hard rocks and liquids like volcanic magma or ocean water.
Slower waves are secondary or shear S-waves. When propagating they move the mass particles
sides-ways perpendicularly to the propagation direction. They do not pass through liquids e.g.
oceans.

Surface waves propagate in a limited region, near the soil surface. The largest vibrations occur
on the actual surface; the wave amplitude decreases with depth. Surface Rayleigh waves cause
vertical and horizontal motions of particles in a vertical plane, oriented in the direction of wave
propagation. Their velocity is usually less than 92 % of shear wave velocity, but it may have
higher values depending on Poisson ratio. Surface Love waves are similar to shear ones, but
lacking vertical displacements. Their velocity of propagation in layered medium is between shear
wave velocities of upper and lower soil layers. It can be proved that the wave motion of nodal
point (point with zero amplitude) corresponds to phase wave velocity VPH, that is frequency
dependent. The wave length / is

l=Vm/f=aT/a = 2n/a, (1)

where a is wave number, T is period, / is frequency. Damping parameters in soils can be
introduced through complex shear modulus G*

G* = G ( l + i 2 Q , (2)

where C, is damping ratio. However, at higher stresses and in non-linear region it is more
convenient to apply separate functions for real and imaginary parts, as follows:

G*(x,y) = Greal(T,y) + G ^ T j ) . (3)

Till now, the rotation effect of surface waves was considered to be less important and only
translate seismic inputs came into calculations. Available procedures suggest to apply inputs
described via response spectra or time histories recorded or artificially simulated. In both cases
modal analysis of structural model should be realised for its simple or more complicated version,
in order to obtain reasonable natural modes and frequencies of structure. In general, the
response spectra approach gives more conservative results comparing to time history analysis.
The important phenomenon of soil-structure interaction can be also better included into analysis
when using the time domain approach. On the basis of the last knowledge, the idea of rotation
seismic inputs comes to calculations in cases, where remarkable effect is expected to appear. We
can use simple or more complicated approach.

2. CALCULATION PROCEDURE WITH ACCOUNT FOR ROTATION INPUTS
ACCORDING EUROCODE 8

The free field excitation in Eurocode 8 is specified by the definition of the translation motion at
a point and further on by the definition of the rotation motion. The later specifies the spatial
variability of the translation motion at a point. Spatial variability of seismic motion is related for
tall structures as follows: Tall structures might be sensitive to spatial varying vertical excitation;



a vertical ground motion propagating in any horizontal direction is expected to promote a
rocking of the structure, concurrent with the rocking provided by the horizontal excitation along
that direction. Rotation response spectrum is defined in an analogous way as translation
response spectrum, e.g. by consideration at a single rotational degree of freedom oscillator of
natural period T^ and defined damping C,. The reference system is acted upon by the rotation
motion. Let R6 be the ratio between the maximum moment of the oscillator spring and the
rotational moment of inertia about its axis of rotation. Thus the ground motion during the
earthquake is represented by three translation and three rotation either time histories or response
spectra. Rotation response spectra are in ENV 1998-3 defined by:

(4)

(5)

= 2.0nR(TU))/(VsTU)), (6)

where
Rx(T(j)),Ry(TQ-)) and R^(TQ)) are the rotation response spectra around axis x, y and z in rad
•s";

R(TQ)) are the site dependent response spectra for horizontal components, in m.s2;

Vs is S-wave velocity, in m.s1;

7^ is the natural period being considered, in s.

Unless the soil investigation suggests a suitable range of variability for the dynamic soil moduli,
the upper bound of the soil stiffness may be obtained by multiplying by 2 the entire set of the
best estimated moduli, and the lower bound by multiplying the entire set by 0.5.

Being strain dependent, damping and shear moduli for each soil layer should be consistent to the
effective shear strain intensity expected during the excitation. An equivalent linear method is
acceptable. In this case the analysis should be performed iteratively. In each iteration the
analysis is linear, but the soil properties are adjusted from iteration to iteration until the
computed strains are compatible with the soil properties used in the analysis. The iterative
procedure can be developed on the free field soil deposit, disregarding the presence of the
structure. However, this simplification is rather rough and it is expected that the more
sophisticated calculation procedures of SSI will be included inot non-linear structural
calculations.

The effective shear strain amplitudes in any one layer, to be used to evaluate the dynamic
modulus and damping in equivalent linear methods, can be taken as

Yeff = 0.65 Y m ^ , (7)

where yIMXiT is the maximum value of the shear deformation in the soil layer, during the free
field excitation.

In general, actual seismic ground motion is interconnected with wave field consisting from
components of different frequencies and wave lengths. The previous statements do not contain
intrinsic inclusion of damping parameters. This is reached, when complex modulus theory is
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included into analysis, similarly, as was mentioned above and in deeper details was described in
previous works, e.g. [5], [21], [22].

It should be considered that Eqs. (4)-(6) cover independent torsion excitation of individual
modes and do not include neither arrival time of wave components nor lengths of waves related
to dimensions of structures in plane. Therefore, it seems to be more convenient to apply time
and space discrete modelling both for the structure and the excitation. Rotation response spectra
input can be recommended mostly for the first approach. Low natural frequencies are in range
where seismic input acceleration is rather low but displacements are remarkable.

Having the appropriate damping, the calculated seismic response of more general system does
not differ substantially in global values from respective experimental values, independently
whether the excitation was applied to stiff, medium or soft boundary conditions. But running
through individual nodes of calculation model, the differences are obvious both with positive
and negative signs. This sensitive problem can be solved in relation to detailed confirmed
measured seismic response.

3 CASE ANALYSIS OF WAVES PROPAGATION IN SURFACE LAYER

In next part we will analyse the wave transfer approach using surface waves theory for soil
conditions in Jaslovske Bohunice for V 2 NPP, Mochovce site and Paks site.

3.1 Conditions of V 2 NPP Jaslovske Bohunice:

Starting with information from different sources for V-2 NPP Jaslovske Bohunice:
Measurements gave information regarding shear waves and longitudinal waves velocities and
Poisson ratio. They were obtained from cross-hole tests, the source of excitation was small
surface explosions.
The best estimated parametric values are in Tables 1, 2, 3. Two limit properties of upper layer
we used were defined by shear wave velocities of 300 m.s"' or 200 m.s"1, alternatively.

Table 1. Properties of subsoil materials of V 2 EBO for Fs = 300 m/s
Material

loamy loess

gravel

Thickness
of layer

H

(m)

15

20.6

Density

P
(t.m-3)

2.05

2.15

Poiss.
ratio

V

-

0.38

0.35

Shear
modulus

G

(MPa)

184

1053.5

Young
modulus

E

(MPa)

509.22

2844.45

P-wave
velocity

v,
(m.s-1)

681.9

1457

S-wave
velocity

r*
(m.s-1)

300

700

Table 2. Properties of subsoil materials of V 2 EBO for K. = 200 m/s
Material

loamy loess

gravel

Thickness
of layer

H

(m)

15

20.6

Density

P
(t.m-3)

2.05

2.15

Poiss.
ratio

V

-

0.4

0.35

Shear
modulus

G

(MPa)

82

1053.5

Young
modulus

E

(MPa)

229.6

2844.45

P-wave
velocity

K
(m.s-1)

489.9

1457

S-wave
velocity

(m.s-1)

200

700



GENERAL LAYOUT OF EARTHQUAKE SIMULATION BY EXPLOSION
EXPERIMENT AT THE PAKS NPP SITE

PAKSI SZE1ZMIK!

Fig. 1 Explosion experiment at the Paks NPP site (records in points M, B, FF and in chosen
points of structures - reactor building and the vent stack) - according [19].
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Fig. 2. Time histories of displacements from explosions (ISMES at Paks site, 1995).
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Fig. 3. Fourier spectra of displacement time histories from Fig. 2 - filtered records at 20 Hz.
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Fig. 4. Response spectra at 5 % damping. Calculation from acceleration and displacement
time histories - comparison, (used ISMES data from Paks site and codes of ICA SAS).

However, taking into account demands of ENV 1998-3 limits of S-waves should be considered
as is indicated in Table 3:

Table 3. Upper and lower limits of S-waves in subsoil materials of V 2 EBO with regard to
ENV 1998-3
Material

-

loamy loess

gravel

Thickness
oflayer

H

(m)

15

20.6

Density

P

(t.m3)

2.05

2.15

Poisson
ratio

V

-

0.38-0.4

0.35

Shear
modulus
meanG

(MPa)

123

1053.5

minimum
S-wave
velocity
min VSi

(m-s1)

173.21

494.97

maximum
S-wave
velocity
max Fo

Of

(m-s1)

346.41

989.95

best estimate
S-wave

velocity
mean VSi

(m.s-')

244.95

700

It means that original deviation in shear modulus of upper layer was considered to be 1.5 times
of the best estimated value, while the ENV 1998-3 approach considers it to reach the value 2.0.

The structures of NPP V 2 EBO are based in different depth. The foundation slab or slab with
piles are used. The level of foundation is described in Table 4.
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Table 4. Building structures of NPP V 2 EBO of seismic category I.
Structure

-

Main building

Dieselgenerator station

Emergency water
supply

Auxiliary building

Ventilation stack

Central pumping
station

Ventilation cooling
towers

Level ±0.0

K
(m s.l.)

169

169

169

169

169

170.6

170.6

Base level

K
(m)

-8.6

-3.4

-3.4

-2.1

-12 (-21)

-10

-3.5

Height of
base over the

gravel

K
(m)
6.4

11.6

11.6

12.9

7

5

11.5

Type of foundation
(h denotes the thickness
of a foundation slab)

-

basemat (h=2A m) +
footings

basemat (h = 0.60 m)

basemat (h=0.90 m)

basemat (/z=0.8 m) + piles

basemat (h=l.6m) +
underground walls

basemat (h=\.O m)

basemat (h=0.6 m)

Table 4 presents the height over see level of terrain, the depth of basement, the thickness of
loamy loess between the basement and the surface of sandy gravel layer, the thickness of
foundation slab and the information about the foundation system.

Like the input for purposes of this study we considered records obtained by ISMES team in
Paks NPP with the explosions as a source. Explosion point and points of measurement are in
Fig. 1. Time histories, Fourier spectra and response spectra for FF (free-field) point are in Figs.
2, 3, 4, 5.

Calculating Fourier spectra from corrected displacements, the analysis follows the frequency
range with dominant frequencies including their phase wave velocities and lengths of waves.

Frequencies of 3 Hz and 15 Hz were remarkable in horizontal longitudinal direction. In
horizontal transverse direction it was 2 Hz, 11 Hz and 13 Hz. For vertical direction dominant
frequencies 2.5 Hz, 13 Hz and 14.9 Hz were evident. Corresponding wave lengths /s of shear
waves of considered velocity 200 m.s1 are in directions:

- hi - horizontal longitudinal /s = 67 m, 13.3 m;

- ht - horizontal transverse /s = 100 m, 18.2 m, 15.4 m;

- v - vertical / s= 80 m, 15.4 m, 13.4 m;

All those wave lengths are in range which can influence rotation seismic input also for
symmetrical structures.
However, considering Rayleigh waves for directions hi and v; and Love waves in direction ht,
we can calculate phase wave velocity corresponding to speed of zero amplitude point of
respective wave component.

Starting with Love waves, their phase velocities and wave lengths are:
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- / = 2 Hz: FPH/FS1 = 2.41 ;FP H = 482 m.s';/ = 241m;

- / = H H z : rpH/Fs l= 1.0436; 1.761; Vm = 208.7 m.s"1; 352.2 m.s'1; / = 18.97 m; 32.02 m;

- / = 13 Hz: VJVSX = 1.0312; 1.437; Vm = 206.2 m.s"1; 287.4 m.s1; / = 15.86 m; 22.11 m;

Accounting for the direction of waves propagation related to the position of source, the vertical
components of Rayleigh waves participate in rotation around _y-axis.
Thus for Rayleigh waves is:

- / = 2.5 Hz: Vm/Vsl = 1.83; Vm = 365 m.s"1; /= 146 m;

- / = 1 3 H z : VJV%,= 0.948; 1.546; V?H= 189.6 m.s1; 309.2 m.s"1; /= 14.58 m; 23.78 m;

- / = 14.9 Hz: J ^ / ^ , = 0.945; 1.347; Vm= 189.0 m.s'1; 269.4 m.s"1; / = 12.68 m; 18.08 m;

The wave length overcross the thickness of surface layer for each considered dominant
frequency.

3.2 Vent stack of NPP V2 EBO

In previous part it was pointed out to wave lengths of shear, Rayleigh and Love waves which
can be expected at mentioned dominant frequencies. However, those frequencies are connected
with considered source of excitation modelled by Paks test explosions records. Actually, for

(calwxlion tinx hiitay

1 0

s
-0.1

Plks p«»«2m<301:S300) - acnlwMian lim* hiuory

Ptki [WU2IM301 :S300) - K C M r U o n iim« history

P.M - PMX2)II(3O1:S30O) - Ace PSO

0 J 10 15 20 25 » 3S 40

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

Ptkt - <»«r2IMO01:S300) • Act PSO

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 *O

Fig. 5. Acceleration time histories and their Fourier spectra - from Paks explosion "free-field"
records (see point FF in Fig. 1).
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concrete structure the appropriate natural frequencies and vibration modes are the subject of
next analysis.

The vent stack of NPP V2 EBO was chosen for deeper analysis. It is 125 m tall of conical
shape. The outer diameter of the stack at soil surface is 10.4 m and at the top of stack it is
4.25m. Its circular foundation slab is 1.6 m thick and it is based in the depth of 12 m. The
diameter of foundation slab is 19 m. The foundation slab of stack is supported by underground
walls, symmetrically placed around its vertical axis. The walls continue to the depth of 20.5 m
below the surface, they are embedded 5.5 m into gravel layer (see scheme in Fig. 6).

Expected deformations and stresses in reinforced concrete tubular structures are discussed in
[20]. They are developed due to gravity and imposed loads together with the effects of
accidental actions and temperature effects. The seismic actions belong to important accidental
actions.

Two FEM models of vent stack applied either springs supports or stiff boundary conditions. The
spring's stiffnesses were calculated like corresponding to shear wave velocity 200 m/s.
The computer code ANSYS was used to calculate natural modes and the response in time
domain. The 1752 DOF of the original model were reduced applying Guyan's reduction
method to total 180 MDOF (master DOF). Six nodes at each level (-8 m, 0 m, +30 m, +45 m,
+65 m, +85 m, +105 m and +125 m) were defined as primary MDOFs (having two horizontal
and one vertical degree of freedom). Used FEM coordinate system of stack applies x - axis like
common with its vertical axis [10].

Calculated natural modes and frequencies of stack are in Fig. 7 and in Table 5. It should be
pointed out that low frequency modes correspond to lateral modes of vibration connected with
natural frequencies 0.549 Hz, 1.913 Hz, 5.291 Hz. Torsional axially symmetrical mode was
calculated at frequency 7.108 Hz. In relation to our investigation it means to consider this
frequency together with Love and shear waves and the rest ones with Rayleigh and shear waves.

Calculation of phase velocities in case of Vs = 200 m.s"1 gave results:

contribution of Love waves to vibration in torsional mode at/w = 7.108 Hz (/ = 7):

- ^ = 7.108 Hz: Vm/VS] = 1.106; FPH = 221 m.s"1;/ = 31.12 m;

contribution of Rayleigh waves to vibration in translate modes/w = 0.5495, 1.913, 5.29 Hz
(7=1,3,4,5,6):

- fm = 0.5495 Hz: VpJVsl = 1.83; VPH = 365 m.s1; / = 670 m;

- f(X4)= 1.913, 1.915 Hz: Vm/VS]= 1.83; Vm= 365 m.s'1;/= 190.6 m;

- f(56) = 5.291, 5.335 Hz: Vm/Vsl = 1.246; Vm = 249.2 m.s"1;/ = 47.18 m;

contribution of Rayleigh waves to vibration in nearly pure vertical mode_/^ = 0.5496, 8.684 Hz
(7 = 2,8):

- fm = 0.5496 Hz: VJVSX = 1.83; VPH = 365 m.s"1, / = 670 m;

- f{%) = 8.684 Hz: Vm/VS] = 1.8165; Vm = 363.3 m.s"1; / = 41.84 m;

Table 5 gives the lengths of shear waves when only shear wave velocity 200 m.s'1 is taken into
account at calculated natural frequencies of the stack.
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Fig. 6. Plan and elevation of the foundation system of the NPP V2 EBO vent stack.
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f, = 0.5495 Hz 0 f2 = 0. 5496 Hz

f3 =1913 Hz

f6 =5.335 Hz

f, = 7.108 Hz

Fig. 7. Calculated natural frequencies and modes of vibration using Vs = 200 m.s"1 approach
for boundary elements [10] in FEM calculation.
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Table 5. Lengths of waves related to shear wave velocity 200 m.s'1 and natural frequencies of
the vent stack NPP V2 EBO

j

k
'w

1

0.5495

363.96

2

0.5496

363.9

3

1.913

104.547

4

1.916

104.384

5

5.291

37.8

6
5.335

37.488

7

7.108

28.137

8

8.684

23.031

Table 6
Comparison of lengths of waves related to calculated natural frequencies of vent stack (models
Ml, M2) considering shear wave velocity 200 m.s''
Structural
models

Ml - springs
for 200 m.s'1

Ml - S-wave
lengths

Ml - phase
wave lengths

M2 - clamped

M2 - S-wave
lengths

j

/ « (Hz)

'»(™)

'»( m >

/(,) (Hz)

'» (m)

1

0.5495

363.96

670

0.3055

654.66

2

0.5496

363.9

670

0.3055

654.66

3

1.913

104.547

190.6

1.87

106.95

4

1.916

104.384

190.6

1.87

106.95

5

5.291

37.8

47.18

5.083

39.35

6

5.335

37.488

47.18

5.083

39.35

7

7.108

28.137

31.12

6.919

28.905

8

8.684

23.031

41.84

9.577

20.83

In case of structural model M2 we can observe the effect of boundary conditions and model
simplifications on values of lower frequencies while higher frequencies including torsional one
are more or less in good agreement.

4 FEM CALCULATION OF THE VENT STACK RESPONSE USING 1 TRANSLATE
AND 1 ROTATION TIME HISTORY INPUTS

The rotation seismic input acting at the ground level arrives with phase shift in relation to
respective translate input. There was necessity to prepare the subroutine in ANSYS program
language to describe the partial input displacements at each node in ground contact level for
each time instant.

The seismic input for this study was chosen from vibration records obtained by Italian ISMES
Bergamo team in Hungarian Paks NPP, with the explosions like the source of vibration [9],
Time histories and Fourier spectra of measured 3 component explosion seismic motion are in
Figs. 2, 3 and 5, respectively.

Besides the explosion input, alternatively the response to impulse seismic input was analysed.
The period of the rotation impulse was chosen to be approximately equal to the seventh natural
period r(7)=0.14 s (first rotation mode). The amplitude of the rotation impulse
9=0.00007674 radians was considered. Respective value of translate displacement impulse
input is d= 0.00033975 m.

Next calculations consisted of creation of torsional input time history and calculation of
respective response spectra. Both time history and response spectra are influenced by phase shift
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ROTATION x 5 % DAMPING
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ROTATION y 5 % DAMPING

0

ROTATION z 5 % DAMPING

0 25 30

Fig. 8. Rotation response spectra calculated for torsion (around vertical x axis) and for rocking
(around horizontal y, z axes) at 5 % damping. Derived from explosion records FF - Paks site.
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DEFL.(m), ROT.(rad), ACC.(m.s-2), TOR.ACC.(rad.s-2)

-0.1

0.05

-0.05

2000 . 3000

0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000
LATERAL AND TORSION INPUT TIME HISTORY FROM PAKS fs=200 Hz

Fig. 9. Translate lateral and torsion seismic input time histories corresponding to explosion FF
records from NPP Paks site, (lateral displacement, rotation around vertical axis, lateral
acceleration, rotation acceleration around vertical axis). Duration of records 25 s.
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LATERAL TRANSLATE DEFLECTION RESPONSE SPECTRUM - C=2,3,5 %

x10

0

ROTATION AROUND VERTICAL AXIS RESPONSE SPECTRUM - C=2,3,5 %

Fig. 10. Translate lateral and torsional response spectra calculated for damping 2, 3 and 5 %.
Calculated from time history records shown in Fig. 9.
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between translate and rotation inputs and by frequency effect as well. The responses were
calculated in combination of translate y input (using denotation of FEM scheme for horizontal
direction) and rotation xx input (rotation around vertical axis) acting either separately or
simultaneously. A linear time history analysis was applied. The displacement seismic input was
transferred to act in points of spring supports.

4.1 Obtained results of the vent stack response

The displacement response of node N° 283 at the top level of stack was chosen as an example of
the obtained response time histories. The responses of the whole structure were calculated in
time instants when maximum displacements iny and z directions were reached. In such situation
the model was transformed back into its original DOF's. The displacements and equivalent
stresses of the whole structure were calculated for respective considered inputs. The results are
in Figs. 11-16 and Table 7. Figures show time history of response at the top of stack and
displacement and stress distribution through the stack structure.

Table 7
Extremes of calculated seismic response of vent stack V 2 EBO using time history analysis and
model Ml. G corresponds to torsion motion around the stack axis
Input

impulse -y

impulse - 0

impulse - y +9

explosion -y

explosion - 9

explosion - y+Q

Time
(s)

0.19

0.185

0.19

14.81

0.975

0.765

\y.max

(mm)

0.248

0.627

0.686

0.0186

0.0479

0.0564

y.min

(mm)

-0.329

-0.587

-0.891

-0.038

-0.0517

-0.0441

eqv.max.1

(kPa)

137.385

187.289

207.34

3.957

23.504

23.147

Time

(s)
0.25

0.225

0.225

14.845

1.92

1.635

(mm)

0.0304

0.251

0.24

0.009

0.0126

0.0032

".-.nun

(mm)

-0.0284

-0.296

-0.248

0.0055

-0.0131

-0.0035

eqv.max.2

(kPa)

123.346

112.958

96.423

4.841

4.095

4.4

However, actual seismic ground motion corresponds to wave field consisting from components
of different frequencies and lengths. The previous statements do not contain intrinsic inclusion
of damping parameters. This is reached, when complex modulus theory is included into analysis,
similarly, as is described e.g. in previous report [5] or in [11], [13].

Having the appropriate damping, the calculated seismic response of more general system does
not differ substantially in global values from respective experimental values, independently
whether the excitation was applied to stiff, medium or soft boundary conditions. But running
through individual nodes of calculation model, the differences are obvious both with positive
and negative signs. This sensitive problem can be solved in relation to detailed confirmed
measured seismic response.

The velocity time history records of three translate components were available in digital data
sets using time step 0.005 s, or sampling frequency 200 Hz. Records were filtered to cut off the
frequency components above 20 Hz. The displacement time histories come from appropriate
integration of velocity records. The rotation at a point corresponds to derivative of displacement
in space, that can be transferred into time domain with respective wave velocity dependent
modification. The compromise can be understand in consideration Standard ENV 1998
approach that shear wave velocities are applied without further refined calculations. In Fig. 9 are
time histories of recorded and derived time histories for displacement in y-direction and rotation
around z-axis and their respective accelerations. Response spectra are presented in Fig. 10,
considering damping ratio 2, 3 and 5 %. Next procedure is very similar to that applied in usual
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Fig. 11. Calculated seismic response of the vent stack V2 EBO using as an input harmonic
displacement impulse of one period duration 7= 0.14 s. Seismic action in>> direction. Point 283
is a node at the top of stack, time histories correspond to its motion in horizontal y and z
directions.
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Fig. 12. Calculated seismic response of the vent stack V2 EBO using as an input harmonic
rotation impulse of one period duration T = 0.14 s. Seismic action around vertical x axis
direction. Point 283 is a node at the top of stack, time histories correspond to its motion in
horizontal y and z directions.
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Displacements [m]

Results of displacement and rotation IMPULSE excitation

Fig. 13. Calculated seismic response of the vent stack V2 EBO using as an inputs harmonic
displacement and rotation impulses of one period duration T= 0.14 s including 774 phase shift.
Seismic action: displacement in y direction, rotation around vertical x axis. Point 283 is a node
at the top of stack, time histories correspond to its motion in horizontal y and z directions.
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Results of REAL EARTHQUAKE displacement excitation

Fig. 14. Calculated seismic response of the vent stack V2 EBO using as an inputs real
earthquake displacement excitation of 25 s duration. Corresponding time histories are in Fig. 9.
Seismic action: displacement in y direction. Base for artificial earthquake were free field records
of explosion effects in point FF at a Paks NPP site. Point 283 is a node at the top of stack, time
histories correspond to its motion in horizontal y and z directions.
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Results of REAL EARTHQUAKE rotation excitation

Fig. 15. Calculated seismic response of the vent stack V2 EBO using as an inputs real
earthquake rotation excitation of 25 s duration. Corresponding time histories are in Fig. 9.
Seismic action: rotation around vertical x axis. Point 283 is a node at the top of stack, time
histories correspond to its motion in horizontal y and z directions.
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Results of REAL EARTHQUAKE displacement and rotation excitation

Fig. 16. Calculated seismic response of the vent stack V2 EBO using as an inputs real
earthquake displacement and rotation excitation of 25 s duration. Corresponding time histories
are in Fig. 9. Seismic action: displacement iny direction, rotation around vertical x axis. Point
283 is a node at the top of stack, time histories correspond to its motion in horizontal y and z
directions.
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response spectra approach. However, rotation inputs apply for more general procedure, as is
usually available in conventional calculation codes. Purposing calculation in time domain reflects
the amplification and de-amplification in the response depending on the interference of translate
and rotation inputs.
Additional stresses from rotation seismic inputs seem to be low in comparison with lateral
response to translate inputs. However, when the sections resists to earthquake only through
friction forces, they could be sufficient to create the non-returning torsion slipping.

4.2 Discussion of torsion response results

Until now, the simple assumption regarding the effect of non-vertically incident seismic waves is
applied in practice. For design purposes, an accidental eccentricity of 5 % of the structure's plan
dimension accounts for this phenomenon. However, deeper analysis shows that actual effect is
of rather different nature. In simplified approach the frequency effect on rotation input is
neglected. Observations from historical and past earthquakes of this century confirm the rotation
response to be larger than it can be considered on the bases of pure translate inputs. The results

5.5
PAKS - harmonic transfer - approach May 1996

SURFACE

-19.10m

10 11

Fig. 17. Transfer of harmonic input through layered subsoil of Paks site.

of theoretical and experimental analysis of symmetrical and non-symmetrical models confirm our
approach [8, 9]. The question arises what we can do to have the structure more seismic resistant
against combined translate-rotation effects. The responses for individual input combinations
must be analysed with regard to weak points or zones of structure where the failure could start.
In general, the openings and connections are the subjects of specific control. Next one are
boundaries between the foundation and superstructure. Finally, there are stresses in subsoil
around the foundation system. In the case e.g. of stacks [20], the deeper control of connections
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and stresses around openings showed to be important, while the subgrade is sufficiently secured
by thoroughly designed foundation system. The recommendation for seismic resistance capacity
control and detailing can be found either in ENV 1998-1-3 [11] or in purposing monographs
[20, 21]. At symmetrical structures torsion response does not appear in the seismic response
when the excitation is acting only in translate directions.

It should be considered that Eqs. (4)-(6) cover independent torsion excitation of individual
modes and do not include neither arrival time of wave components nor lengths of waves related
to dimensions of structures in plane. It seems to be more convenient to apply time and space
discrete modelling both for the structure and the excitation. Rotation response spectra input can
be recommended mostly for the first approach. However, low natural frequencies are in range
where seismic input acceleration is rather low but displacements are remarkable.

Following the stress distribution in Figs. 11 to 16 the idea comes that the importance of different
inputs and their possible combination is in considering possible actions combination and in

verification of the respective structural safety. Torsion shear stresses are accompanying
phenomena in the seismic response to multi-component seismic excitation. If the structure has
not sufficient seismic resistance against mentioned stresses distribution, initiation of a failure
should be expected in those cross-sections which do not fulfil the seismic resistance capacity
demands.

5 REACTOR BUILDING FORECAST SEISMIC RESPONSE

The reactor building together with barbotage tower is supported by thick foundation slab,
common for neighboured units. But their superstructures starting from top edge of foundation
are separated by dilatation between both units along all height. The modelling of structure by
FEM is usually concentrated on one unit with the half of continuous foundation slab. Outside
dimensions of foundation slab are app. 150 * 70 m.
The structural system, that is basically common for reactor buildings of NPP 440 MW type 213,
was used in Central Europe at least in following NPPs:

NPP 2x440 MW V2 EBO Jaslovske Bohunice, Slovakia,
NPP 2x440 MW EMO Mochovce, Slovakia,
NPP 2x440 MW EDU Dukovany, Czech Republic,
NPP 2x440 MW Paks, Hungary.

The last mentioned NPP in Paks, Hungary was a subject of Benchmark study including testing
and analysis of the seismic response of reactor building subjected to purposing explosion effects.
Experimental explosion tests were carried out by ISMES Bergamo, Italy. Participants received
the data from so called FF point (records of 3 components of free field motion), information
about soil profile and the chosen points for forecasting of seismic response in the shape of floor
response spectra (again see Fig. 1) [19, 32, 34].

5.1 Prediction of a seismic response from Paks free field data

In our report from November 1996 [7] we presented the simplified forecasting of the seismic
response of reactor building. The data about it are on pages 29-30 of the mentioned technical
report. Taking into account the information given in the paper Giirpinar and Zola, 1997 [19]
and the presentation of Benchmark participants, who used more or less complicated models in
the analyses [19] [34], etc., we present here the comparison of their chosen results, including
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measured data and those forecast in [7]. The comparison was realised for a point on the
base-mat (-6.5 m) denoted by ISMES as 14/L, 15/T, 16/V and for a point in reactor hall (+18.5
m) denoted ISMES like 35/L, 36/T, 37/V. The results of such comparison can be seen in Fig.
18, where on the left side are app. anchoring values of response spectra at 35 Hz and on the
right there are comparison of maximum floor response spectra values while considering
damping 2-5 %.

The data, obtained from measurements on NPP Paks site, are learning also for similar NPPs, in
other countries, under assumption that the scattering of the natural dynamic properties of upper
superstructure will not reach threatening values. Let us consider that the explosion response
recorded on so called free field point of NPP Paks can be applied as the seismic input function
in calculation of the structure transfer properties related to vibration in measured reactor
building points. From calculated transfer functions we can extract dominant frequencies that
correspond to natural frequencies of the reactor building structure.

Table 8. Dominant frequencies of reactor building determined from ID transfer functions
Reactor building
Description of points
position, location

Free-field (N-S)

Free-field (E-W)

Free-field (Vertical)

Base-mat (-6.5 m)

Base-mat (-6.5 m)

Base-mat (-6.5 m)

Base-mat (-6.5 m)

Base-mat (-6.5 m)

Base-mat (-6.5 m)

Base-mat (-6.5 m)

Reactor hall (+18.9 m)

Reactor hall (+18.9 m)

Reactor hall (+18.9 m)

Reactor hall (+18.9 m)

Over head crane railway

Over head crane railway

Denoted in
ISMES
materials as:

1/L

2/T

3/V

4/L

5/T

6/V

14/L

15/T

16/V

21/L

33/T

35/L

36/T

37/V

46/T

47/V

Peaks in ID transfer functions (Hz)

1.27, 1.80, 7.59, 8.04, 8.22, 12.06,12.96

1.94, 2.45, 2.96, 3.69, 5.68, 7.76, 16.44

1.38, 2.03, 3.14, 4.06, 6.60, 9.79

2.69,7.53, 11.85,17.78,28.56

0.23, 5.68, 7.806, 16.44

1.34, 2.03, 3.19, 4.57, 5.81, 6.56, 7.71

1.62, 7.53,8.53, 19.4

2.40, 5.66, 6.86, 7.75, 9.79, 16.4, 17.2

2.66,8.63, 11.83, 12.9

1.84, 2.44, 2.95, 5.72, 7.76, 16.48, 17.2

1.39,2.03,3.14,4.53, 6.61, 8.54

Calculated natural frequencies with larger modal masses are in Table 9. They are compared with
those obtained from measurements in Paks and Dukovany.

The background of transfer function calculation can be seen in Figs. 19 and 20. Like inputs were
used velocity records and the transfer functions are presented for both horizontal directions,
while approximate ID transfer is considered. The records in the free field were considered as
the source of structure vibration.
Next part is related to main features of seismic response. Harmonic resonant seismic response at
constant displacement of seismic input is expressed through relative displacement of responding
linear one mass oscillator, in this view it is influenced only by damping. Actual seismic response
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of general system includes participation of respective decisive natural modes and appropriate
Fourier spectra co-ordinates, together with uncertainties hidden in different arrival time.

Table 9. Calculated natural frequencies of reactor building of NPP 440 MW type 213
Calculation method

FEM - modal analysis I
V2 EBO Jaslovske
Bohunice

FEM - modal analysis II
V2 EBO Jaslovske
Bohunice

Experiment Dukovany

Experiment Paks

Boundary conditions

stiff

springs for Fs = 300 m.s-1

springs for Vs = 200 m.s-1

springs for Vs = 300 m.s1

springs for Vs = 200 m.s1

Calculated natural frequencies (Ffz)

3.160, 5.097, 6.578, 7.510, 18.578

2.229,2.520,5.144

1.849, 1.958,3.595

2.462, 2.726, 3.47, 4.530, 5.56, 14.96

1.964, 3.47, 3.87, 4.20, 14.31, 24.55

3.1,8.4, 10.3

2.03,3.14,6.56,7.75,8.63,9.79

However, having the appropriate damping, the calculated seismic response of more general
system does not differ substantially in global values from respective experimental values,
independently whether the excitation was applied to stiff, medium or soft boundary conditions.
But running through individual nodes of calculation model the differences are obvious both with
positive and negative signs. This sensitive problem can be solved in relation to more detailed and
confirmed measured seismic response.

As illustrative example we can present here calculated natural frequencies according to [30],
[31] for different boundary conditions (Table 9).

5.2 Reactor building expected rotation seismic response

Upper layers of subsoil for EBO site are described by Tables 1 and 2. Similarly for Paks site the
soil profile is described by Table 10.

This part is devoted to simple comparison of soil transfer characteristics obtained from Paks
data according [32].

Table 10. Properties of subsoil of Paks NPP
Material

fine sand

medium sand + gravel

medium sand

large grain sand

gravely sand

Thickness
of layer

H

(m)

9

11

7

83

400

Density

P
(t-m-3)

1.96

1.96

1.96

2.16

2.16

site.
Poiss.
ratio

V

-

0.33

0.49

0.48

0.46

0.44

Shear
modulus

G

(MPa)

146

122.5

313.5

540

1058

Young
modulus

E

(MPa)

388.36

365.05

927.96

1576.8

3047.04

P-wave
velocity

vr
(m.s-1)

595.57

1785.36

2039.61

1837.12

2138.54

S-wave
velocity

(m.s-1)

300

250

400

500

700

The transfer of harmonic shear waves through subsoil defined by Table 10 is in Fig. 17. There is
clearly indicated enlargement of layered subsoil seismic response at frequency app. 2.7-2.8 Hz.
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Mentioned frequency or group of near frequencies can be also identified in response spectra and
Fourier spectra of Paks records in "so called free field".

The reactor building together with barbotage tower is supported by thick foundation slab,
common for neighboured units. But their superstructures starting from the surface of foundation
slab are separated by dilatation along all height. The modelling of structure by FEM is usually
concentrated on one unit with the half of continuous foundation slab. Outside dimensions of
foundation slab are app. 150 x 70 m.

Let us folow some from main features of seismic response. It can be proved that in ID resonant
seismic response to harmonic seismic input with constant displacement amplitude, the relative
displacement of responding linear one mass oscillator is influenced only by its damping. Actual
seismic response of general system includes participation of respective natural modes and
appropriate Fourier spectra co-ordinates, together with uncertainties hidden in different arrival
time.

Having an appropriate damping, it can be considered as a main control tool to keep calculated
seismic response in reasonable limits.

Supposing excitation similar to those of Paks NPP, the lengths of surface waves are
comparatively related to foundation dimensions of reactor building. It means that both rocking
and torsion excitations are introduced due to the waves passage.

As illustrative example we present here calculated natural frequencies according to [30], [31]
and experimental ones from [29] together with those determined on the basis of [32]. They are
in Table 9.

The simple rocking component due to Rayleigh waves can be estimated for the top edge of
barbotage tower at the height //, =+50.60 m, or measured from the foot of foundation slab it is
H= 59.50 m.

Considering dominant frequency 2.5 Hz and respective displacement amplitude, which is
according to Fig. 2 in vertical direction app. Az = 2.5 x 10"5 m, with wave length / = 146 m, the
rotation response covers also expected long term inclination of foundation slab:

q>= (2KII)AZ= 2.5 X 10"5X 2x7i/146 = 1.076 xlO"6,

with deflection of top point of one separate block unit:

w = <p H = 59.5 x 1.076 x 10"* = 6.4015 x 10"5 m,

which, however, is acting in anti-phase, therefore for pounding it should be taken twice.

During actual earthquake the respective displacement amplitude will be much higher comparing
to that excited by explosions. Assuming Az to be 10 mm, thus expected basic deflection of one
separate block unit is:

w, = 10 x 59.5 x2x 7i /146 = 25.6 mm.
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In such case the dilatation clearance should be either greater than 51.6 mm, or the detailing is
appropriately solved to avoid pounding of neighboured block units.

Additionally, the effect of Love waves in perpendicular horizontal direction can be considered
by similar procedure. It means lateral horizontal displacement A - 2.0 x 10"5 m with wave
length / = 241 m at frequency app. 2.0 Hz:

0 = (2n/l)Ay= 2x 105x 2x7i/241 = 0.521 xlO"6,

the torsional response should be calculated to this end.

Excluding the sliding in the foundation foot plane, this action represents the torsion input
exciting the structures and equipment with or without partial resonant enlargement in relevant
response. But in this case the wave length is rather large to excite opposite torsion of separate
block units. If larger input displacement amplitude is considered, the torsion response can be
evaluated either by simplified method or through separation of those natural modes of vibration
that basically cover the torsional modal components.

The factors that are influencing the seismic response of reactor building are: attenuation of
energy with the distance from the source; wave effects of longitudinal, shear, Love and Rayleigh
waves; transfer of vibration from soil into a structure, with effect of SSI influenced by shape and
embedment of foundation; transfer through the superstructure in relation to frequency content
of input. This is affected by actual natural frequencies and modes of reactor building structure.

Doing the decision it is emphasised to utilise the experience, data and knowledge from
measurements and observation on full scale structures and models, together with application of
verified empirical formulas. In this way we create a frame, that helps to understand whether the
results from structural analysis can be accepted as reasonable.

Our modification coefficients for estimation of vibration in chosen points of reactor building
structure include attenuation, SSI, damping and structure amplification. This is presented in
report [7]. After their transfer into absolute values they were compared to calculated results of
different authors participating into benchmark study. Figure 18 suggests that forecasting based
on experiences in dynamic response judgement gives acceptable answer in assessment of
expected seismic response. It can be considered as a first step to obtain rough reference values.

The probabilistic approach seems to play a decisive roll, when is included in the response
calculation with more or less sophisticated structural model. However, the scattering of
calculated values need not be too large neither in positive or negative sense.

5.3 Other NPP structures in the view of rotation seismic input and response

In general, the rules of National Standards and Codes should be considered as minimum
demands for any NPP structure erected in the country under consideration. The progress in
CEN activities to set Structural Eurocodes as future common European Standards implies also
future delegation of this function to Eurocodes.

Demand to consider rotation seismic input is already specified in EC8 for chosen group of
structures. Therefore, the assessment of rotation seismic input and relevant structure response
should be included into structural analysis. The calculation procedure similar to that applied in
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this study can be utilised in evaluations. Small, but only temporary problems can appear in
plausibility of available tools in commercial calculation codes. Usually, it means to build
supporting small calculation programs. This we describe e.g. in work [10] and generally it
comprises the transfer of rotation motion into translate one acting into acceptable distance from
the reference axis of rotation.

We put here few remarks on the possible rotation response participation in the Paks NPP two
tubes chimney. Its explosion response was measured during ISMES experiment [32], where
acceleration time history records were obtained at the level +97.00 m in points 48, 49, 50.
Figure 21 shows foundation conditions, measured points and finite element calculation scheme
applied by IZIIS Skopje [33]. From chimney natural modes of vibration we can pick out those,
which are likely to be susceptible to torsion vibration (Fig. 22). Before doing any more detailed
analysis some preliminary judgement can be carried out just on the basis of comparison of
measured and calculated Fourier spectra and the related position of the rotation natural
frequencies in frequency band of interest. If the chimney is prevailingly symmetrical, as it is, the
rotation seismic response is excited properly only using rotation input. Total seismic response
can be larger or smaller than translate one depending on the time instant, natural mode
attribution and interference of different wave components.

The rotation components in seismic response can basically influence also floor response spectra.
The torsion input and response are in the background of differences in translate motions that are
increasing with larger distance from the centre of rotation. Besides of increasing translate
motions, the torsion shear deformation comes into force with consequences of shear stresses
mostly in weaker connections or sections.

The equipment and machinery should be considered as a subject of additional rotation effects,
with tendency to be overturned or shifted, if no sufficient protection exists. Relevant measures
can be realised by appropriate reinforcement of critical structural parts, either by adding
stoppers and dampers into detected critical points. Keeping the structural elements in the stage
with acceptable seismic resistance capacity and protection of the structure integrity are tools
that substantially improve the performance of structure and equipment during earthquake or
another large dynamic shocks. Some intervention techniques were successfully examined during
works described in [35],
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CONCLUSIONS

The research and the presented study were concentrated to the analysis of the effects other than
that connected with translate seismic inputs. It was pointed out to the wave effects and to the
rotation seismic inputs which excite additional rotation vibrations. These phenomena are
important both for symmetrical and asymmetrical structures.

Case study was carried out for the ventilation stack of V2 NPP EBO using like the input the
records from the Paks site. This was used to demonstrate the participation of torsional modes in
the total seismic response.

The reactor building was analysed from the point of view of previous FEM analyses. The
expected wave effect and the expected response were analysed for the case of Paks explosion
input. The forecast response was compared with experiment and another authors results
showing the appropriate position of forecast values against the other ones. Discussed torsional
effects are worth to be taken into account also for other structures.

In general, we can conclude that space seismic response differs from the plane one. Therefore,
both structural model and inputs should be built in space mode. Such approach implies changes
in natural frequencies and modes of vibration. Different positions of initiative failure regions
should be expected in relation to used structural model and inputs. Rotation seismic inputs
cause the increase of stresses in edge structural elements. Remarkable torsion effects can appear
also in the case of symmetrical structures. The increase of stresses is obvious in torsion-translate
response of asymmetrical structures. The important task arise to pay larger attention to rotation
seismic inputs and to spread the response analysis to combined inputs. It should be emphasised
the necessity to follow the properties of soil media in time domain. The wave velocities have to
be checked in relation to the dimensions of structure foundation, together with the continuous
control of seismic resistance capacity in critical parts of structure. Simultaneously, the
appropriate changes should be introduced into structural model depending on the degree of
non-linear behaviour. The verification of stresses in critical parts gives the answer whether the
design is sufficient or it should be modified.
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ANNEX A: Characteristics of soils at the site of NPP V2 EBO

Al. Transfer characteristics of soils in the site of EBO NPPs
The surface geology influences the seismic motion in the depth. The corresponding motion is
used as the input loading function at the basemat of analysed structure.
From the results of geophysical reflex and refraction survey the velocities of longitudinal seismic
waves are as follows:
-loess - Vp = 330 - 650 m/s, p = 1.6 - 1.8 t/m3,
- sandy gravel - 1600 - 1800 m/s, 1.8-2.1 t/m3,
- clays (Neogene) - 2500 - 2900 m/s, 2.1 - 2.4 t/m3.

A2. Geological conditions at the site area of NPP V2 EBQ
Geological conditions below area NPP V2 are simple and from the view of engineering geology
and conditions of foundation, they were classified as suitable for construction.
Engineering-geological survey of the area of NPP V2 is described in reports of IGHP
Bratislava, Otepka et al.

A3. Geotechnical analyses
Static tests in terrain and in laboratory were realised for NPP EBO V2 as they are described in
Otepka et al. reports. In terrain those were loading tests in bore holes. Dynamic penetration
tests were done in bore holes.
The schedule of works was as follows: Firstly bore holes were drilled to accepted starting depth.
The investigation continued with dynamic penetration test. Used system consisted of penetration
instrument set, where the hammer had mass of 60 kg, uplifting of hammer was 80 cm, the area
of contact cone was 43 cm2.
In bore holes with the sandy gravel at the surface, the results of standard penetration tests
showed compact gravel material. The reached penetration was 0.6 up to 0.9 m and only in one
case it was 1.4 m. In this case the layer of gravel was covered by the sand layer which was 0.5
m thick. From penetration diagram the continuous set of blows was
iV10 = 2 - 3 blows,
N10 = 20-29 blows
^ = 1 5 0 - 2 0 0 blows.
This was valid to the depth 0.3 to 0.6 m. Then resistance of soil was sharply increasing and the
penetration stopped at JVI0 = 150 - 200 blows. JV10 is the number of blows necessary for the
penetration of cone to the depth app. 10 cm.
For given penetration resistance the empirical deformation characteristics were:
7V10 = 20-29 blows - number of blows necessary for penetration app. 10 cm,
R^ = 12.2 - 16.3 MPa - specific resistance at cone contact,
Eo = 37 - 49 MPa - derived deformation modulus.

Lower values of deformation modulus belong to sand layer (Eo = 4 0 - 4 3 MPa), higher could
answer to sandy gravel with larger content of gravel components (Eo = 103 - 112 MPa).
The compactness of sandy gravel layers is sufficiently high in relation to liquefaction potential.
From checking procedure it was concluded that no liquefaction could occur. The main reasons
of that are: compactness of sandy gravel layers confirmed by tests, small thickness of sandy
inner layers. The underground water table is stable with free surface.
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A4. Properties of subsurface materials
It can be seen from bore holes results that upper layers composition in the area of NPP V2 is
without substantial changes. It consists from app. 15-16 m thick surface layer of clays and loess,
followed by app. 20 m thick sandy gravel layer. Then the clay layers and sediments of different
thickness and density follow to base rock in depth app. 3000 m below the ground surface. This
soil layers composition was influenced probably by larger water stream actions in time of
sedimentation of gravel layer, thus the fine particles of sediments in this layer are rather rare.
The transfer of seismic waves through layered subsoil is influenced by mechanical properties of
individual layers, by their compactness, dynamic stiffness and damping characteristics.
All necessary geotechnical terrain survey and laboratory tests were done mostly for static and
partially for dynamic loading.
Concerning properties and composition of subsoil of NPP V2 EBO the data base consists of:
- realised bore holes,
- reflex and refraction seismic survey,
- loading tests in bore holes.

Subsoil of NPP V2 EBO is characterised by loess and loess loam near the surface, following by
the clay layers and sandy gravel layers. In the gravel layer the underground water is present,
with free water table. Below gravel layer are the Pontians clays.
Measurement of profile longitudinal and shear wave velocities was realised. It took place
partially in area of NPP V2 EBO and also in near field. The works were done by Geofyzika
Brno, 1987. Source of vibration was surface explosions. Velocities of shear and longitudinal
waves were evaluated from time-distance curves, using theory of reflection and refraction of
waves. Due to these results the velocity of shear waves in upper layer is 280-300 m/s, velocity
of longitudinal waves is 580-600 m/s.

A5. Excavations and the backfilling
No negative effects of this type from construction period are known. Later bore holes were
realised after backfilling, or after final terrain improvement. It can be seen that properties of
backfilling are not different from original materials: loess and loess loam.

A6. Underground water conditions
Underground water conditions in area of NPP V2 EBO are stable. The permanent monitoring
and measurement of water table level shows that it is stable without substantial changes.

A7. Response of soil and rock to dynamic loading
The composition of soil columns and soil profiles in area of NPP V2 EBO is comparatively
simple. Only some small local changes in ratio of sand and gravel components appeared.
However, basic composition remained unchanged. Two upper layers have the largest
importance both for free field seismic motion definition and for the seismic response of subsoil
and structures.

The surface layers are:

- upper layer of loess and loess loam, with thickness app. 15 m; this layer in its lower part is
partially mixed with clay material;

- gravel sand layer of thickness 20-21 m. The underground water table varies about 2-5 m
below gravel sand layer surface.

Into depth below the gravel layer are Pont clays characterised like high plastic.
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A8. Liquefaction potential.
The liquefaction potential was checked for sandy and gravel sand layers.
The gravel sand layer is compact. Following the porosity and the degree of compactness, no
liquefaction can appear.

ANNEX B: Characteristics of soils at the site of NPP EMO

Bl. Geological conditions at the site area of NPP EMO

Engineering-geological conditions in the site area of nearly finished NPP Mochovce are in the
first order defined by properties of rock materials: andesites, andesite agglomerates and tuffs. As
far as before the construction it was decided to build the structures of NPP on the rock, the
large explosion works were done in the first stage. On the place of former hills - Kohuti vrch
and Mala Vapenna the site area of NPP EMO was adopted in such a way that all civil
engineering structures of the first category of seismic importance were based on rock subsoil.
During preparatory works the physical-mechanical properties of rock materials were
determined. The tests of basic strength properties were done in laboratory conditions as was
demanded in time of construction. IGHP Bratislava carried out these works. At the same time in
the field measurements the methodology of refraction and reflection seismic survey was applied.
In 1994 the additional measurements cover field cross hole tests, logging tests, pressuremeter
tests and extended laboratory tests of mechanical properties on rock cylindrical samples from
bore holes.
The obtained data describe properties of subsoil mostly for static stiffness and ultimate load
carrying capacity. There were obtained also partial data applicable also for dynamic analysis. To
check and to verify already obtained data, the supplementary laboratory tests in Institute of
Construction and Architecture of Slovak Academy of Sciences were concentrated to static and
dynamic properties of andesite samples.

B2. Results from geological and geotechnical survey at the site of NPP EMO

Geological survey of NPP EMO site area was done by IGHP Bratislava. The parameters of
quality of rock materials were done in the stage of so called extended geological survey, which
was running simultaneously with the detailed geological survey. The results from tests of rock
materials properties were presented as follows:

- Andesite tuffs are materials with relatively high porosity, low volumetric mass and lower
compression strength (for drained material it is 24.1 MPa, after watering 15 MPa, in frozen
stage 10.9 MPa). They are fragile materials. Their disturbance by cracks is remarkable. It
answers to petrean massif (according to STN 73 1001), with corresponding Standard
properties:
deformation modulus Eo= 60 MPa, Poisson ratio v = 0.25,
oedometric modulusMo= 72.30 MPa, volumetric mass p=2.04 t.m'3.

- Andesite agglomerates correspond to the rock, consisting of fragments of andesite cemented
by tuff. Their disturbance by cracks is variable. They are classified to be middle and remarkable
disturbed. Considered decisive Standard values are: deformation modulus Eo = 100 MPa,
Poisson ratio v = 0.25, oedometric modulus Mo = 120.0 MPa.
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- Andesites create mostly individual flows and vains. Their decisive Standard porosity classifies
them as middle disturbed by cracking. Recommended Standard values: deformation modulus Eo

= 2000 MPa, Poisson ratio v = 0.10, oedometric modulusMo= 2000 MPa.

B3. Longitudinal wave velocities at the site NPP EMO obtained from seismic
profiles

Tuffs and tufas, weathered andesites: V? = 2000 - 2500 m.s"1, p = 1.96 - 2.05 t.m"3

Andesites: V? = 3200 - 4000 m.s"1, p = 2.45 - 2.60 t.m"3

B4. Properties of andesite material below the reactor building of NPP EMO
determined from records of vibration due to large explosions

Measurements were done by the staff from SAS under leadership of author.
Maximum measured velocity of vibration was 11.62 mm.s1.
Measured phase shift in arrival of the front of seismic waves was Ax = 0.051 s, at the distance
AL= 184 m.

Calculated longitudinal wave velocity V?= 3607.8 m.s'1 .

For mean Poisson ratio v = 0.20 , density p = 2.4 t,m"3, there is
£ = 28115 MPa, G = 11715 MPa, Fs = 2209.4 m.s"1 .

In case of Poisson ratio v = 0.16 there is £=29336 MPa, G= 12645 MPa, Vs = 2295.4 m.s"1 .

Damping ratio determined from correlation functions of time histories records is in the range
0.02-0.04.

B5. Assumptions used for structural calculation model of NPP EMO

In view of safety and reliability of structures of NPP EMO the subsoil materials showed
acceptable strength and stiffness. For purposes of seismic evaluation the bedrock is defined by
shear wave velocity larger than Vs > 700 m.s"1. As was shown in previous part, this limit is
sufficiently fulfilled. The laboratory compression strength obtained on samples was in the range
60-80 MPa.

The non-destructive tests showed that dynamic properties of andesites are acceptably expressed
through Young modulus about 29000 MPa, Poisson ratio 0.25 and damping ratio 2 - 5 %,
depending from the degree of disturbance of material. In general, with increasing of cracking the
damping is also increasing.

In case of NPP EMO it is fully acceptable to use FEM model with stiff boundary-
conditions for all dynamic and seismic response calculations.
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ANNEX C: Dynamic behaviour of layered subsoil considering vertical
propagation of seismic shear waves

Cl General equations

Let us describe the wave propagation firstly for linear behaviour. The elastic homogeneous isotropic
halfspace is considered. In orthogonal co-ordinate system x, y, z the space unit element is
described by equations

d2u_dax dixy fax
dx

dt2 ~ dy dz + dx>

dt2 dz dx dy

where

<3x = 2Gzx + X(ex + sy + Ez), (C4)

Oy = 2GZy + \(ZX + Sy+ Sr), (C5)

az = 2Gsz + X(ex+ey + ez), (C6)

1xy=GYxy, T.xz=Gy*z, 1yz = Gyyz, (C7)

1 Ev (~i _ E /riQ\

A ' " ( v + l ) ( l - 2 v ) ' C J ~ 2 ( 1 + V ) ' ( C 8 )

v is Poisson coefficient, X is Lame constant, E is Young modulus of elasticity, G is shear modulus.

Using the known dependences for volumetric strains

F -du _dv dw f

for shear strains

_dv du _dw &u _gw gv
yx>-~dx + dy' yxz~dx + dz' 7yz-dy + dz> ( C 1 0 )

at longitudinal (dilatation) wave velocities Vp

V^^f^-, (Cll)

and at shear wave velocities Vs

*1 = £ , (C12)

we can write the equations of motion for 3D - space system as follows:
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( C 1 4 )

( d2u d2vs\ V2(d2w d2w d2

If we consider the motion only in x-z plane, then the 2D - plane system is described by

( C 1 6 )

and if we consider only vertical propagation of shear seismic waves, then ID - line system is
described by

d2u _.. dxxz
p

or

Attenuation characteristics for seismic waves propagation in soil deposits are important factor for
calculation of seismic motion on soil surface. It is convenient to use the theory of complex modulus
of elasticity, where the damping is introduced directly into equations of motion. Let us describe
mechanical properties of soil material via complex moduli G*, E*, where

G*=G(l+i2Q, (C20)

£*=£( l+ i2Q, (C21)

and C, is the damping ratio.

C2 Vertical propagation of shear waves

Analysing the case of vertically propagating seismic shear waves, we can write instead of equation
(C19)

^? 2 % (C22)
dt2 s dz2

As far

rs
2 =(\+i2QV2

s, (C23)

the solution of equation (C22) can be written

w(r,0=e(K)m 'f(r). (C24)
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Then

( i - O V f ( z ) = ^ ^ . (C25)
dz

Introducing

f (z )=e a \ (C26)

it is

(i-Q2©2 = ̂ 2 a ' 2 , (C27)

or

(C28)

(C29)

=e v SJ = e v s ' e ^ s ; . (C30)

Damping and stiffness parameters of soil materials can be determined from field and laboratory tests
of soils. Complex moduli G*, E* are frequency dependent. Besides of that some materials (loess,
clays, bentonite, etc.) show the time rheological changes in stiffness and damping. This phenomenon
is supposed to be connected with changes in the moisture, porosity and microstructure of soils.

The problem of reflection and refraction of seismic waves at the adjacent boundaries was solved by
many authors. The presented solution is fully based on complex modulus theory. The ID problem of
shear wave propagation in the direction perpendicular to the boundary is described by

(C31)

/ t ( 0 = / i « a , , 2 , (C32)

where/,(?) is incident shear wave coming from the layer 1, ft(t) is the wave transferred into layer 2,
and fT(t) is the wave reflected from the boundary into layer 1.

Coefficients aik, P^ are

(C33)
1 + " • " " •

- 1

where the second index a^, [3 ,̂ denotes the layer into which the wave is entering, and the complex
shear wave velocity V\k is marked by the index of respective soil layer. For multi-layered subsoil is
then

7T n '«• Hn i . o O~c"-'2*f7r~Ti *t Hn-\ I* Dn\ t-—^- . +p n , ^ i e *-> ( /„_]11- —;—.,
^ VSnJ ^ KS/i- l J
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^n—1 v / ^~n—2,n—1 ̂  * ^n—2 I ' TT* J M H ~ 2 n—\ ^ *-^n—\ I * T / * I ' I v / J U J
V r V V V J

together with application of the complex modulus theory. This approach is directly applicable only
for harmonic source seismic motion. The transient source seismic motion needs the decomposition
using integral transforms. At zero damping the solution is similar as in the case without complex
modulus application, therefore no integral decomposition is necessary.

The equations (C35), (C36) were derived from equilibrium conditions of the shear stresses balance at
the boundaries of adjacent layers. At the free field surface the resulting motion is us(t) = 2Dn(t).
Applications of plane and space models 2D, 3D are usually used in analysis of morphology influences
near the peaks of hills, in the mountains saddle backs, sedimentary basins, at the slopes of
embankments, cuttings, etc. Free field surface resulting seismic motion is influenced by properties of
the source and the path. Soil layers transfer characteristics modify resulting seismic motion similarly
like transfer characteristics of structures. In resulting seismic motion, therefore is hidden the original
amplitude-frequency composition of input source signal which is modified by the path between the
source and the site and also by dynamic transfer characteristics of local subsoil. Besides of that, in
case of strong seismic motion the non-linear phenomena can appear in dynamic behaviour of upper
soil layers, at least those which are situated near the terrain surface.

C3 Non-linear effects in subsoil

In vibrating layered subsoil we must identify the regions where remarkable non-linear effects can
appear. Usually, there are some parts of soft soil layers near surface of embankments, cuttings and
sometimes also in some deeper plastic layers. The complex modulus theory can be spread into
non-linear region using separate functions for real and imaginary parts as follows:

G'(y, x) = GR(y, x) + G,(y, T) , E*(s,a)=ER(e,a)+El(e,o). (C37)

The problem can be solved using e.g. finite element method or finite differences method. In case of
finite differences the unit space element can be described

V2At2

^ ( ,r ~ 6Uij,k,r), (C38)

using the time step At and grid increment As.

In case of the plane task of x,z co-ordinate system, it is valid for point i,k in the time step r

,2

(",+U,r - lUiXr + Uj-iXr) + 771 X

X (W;

+ Ui-lJc-l,r -4u,Xr), (C39)
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;

(C40)

Non-linear dependences in complex moduli £*, G* are transferred into non-linear wave velocities Fp

Fs . In the numerical procedure the discrete form of solution is applied. In case of ID line problem
according to Eq. (C18) with direct implementation of shear stresses we obtain the equation

At2

Uk,r+l = 2w,jt>r - Uks-i + T ^ O + l , r - Xjfc,) . (C41)

Considering that in limited region AtVs(j) no change appear in variable velocity of shear waves
FS(T), or in shear modulus G*(y,i). Then we can write

G (T* )̂» T**^ = "Tr7 777~G (T**-̂ )» (C 4 2)

or

^ ) • (C43)

The shear wave velocity is considered either variable or constant depending on stress-strain
deformation state in control points of vibrating subsoil. In this way we can analyse the layered
subsoil in linear or non-linear region and to follow its behaviour in relation to input loading signal.

For solution of subsoil which is defined by multi lumped mass model the any available FEM code can
be used provided by necessary securing the displacements only in horizontal direction. In case of
stronger seismic motions the non-linear dependences can be introduced either by secant modulus, or
using hyperbolic or Ramberg-Osgood model.
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ANNEX D: Seismic input assessment using surface wave model

Once the mechanism of seismic calculations is started, there is the necessity to verify how
far the models used are simulating properly the actual behaviour of structures. Usually,
dynamic testing is the tool to answer this question, at least in linear range.

Several NPPs WWER 213 are constructed in different countries with only slight differences
which arose from soil conditions and other smaller accommodation to local conditions and
ways of construction. These NPPs were the subjects of tests to investigate the seismic
response of structures, and partially that of components and equipments.

While, for Hungarian NPP Paks the source of excitation was explosions of different charge
(used by Hungarian researchers, Siemens company and ISMES laboratory), the tests which
were carried on Slovak NPP V2 Jaslovske Bohunice and Czech NPP Dukovany were done
with the excitation source coming from Vibroseis exciters.
The set of Vibroseis exciters is originally applied for prospecting of oil sources and they are
able to produce comparatively large exciting harmonic forces, but only in vertical direction
One exciter produces the vertical force with amplitude 150 kN in frequency region
10-35 Hz. Synchronised action of 3 exciters can thus cause the force 450 kN.
The objections which arose before tests related to vertical excitation and excitation
frequency region available, were overcome when accounting for the dynamic response of
halfspace and laws of surface waves propagation. Too high excitation frequencies effects,
behind the expected natural frequencies of main building of NPP, were slightly modified by
the breaks introduced into the excitation procedure with sudden stops of excitation. In such
a way the know phenomenon of principal modes of vibration, which were less energy
consuming, affected the structural response in which evidently appeared also participation
of lower frequencies and modes of vibration.
The excitation by explosions includes impact effect and the effect of path from the source to
the investigated structure. The difference in relation to the previous procedure is in the
length of excitation and in the composition of transferred motion in soil.

Both mentioned excitations differ from the original earthquake input. It can be considered
that artificial excitation input has the nature of surface waves. Let us discuss now this
approach. Having the model in the form of a layer on subgrade, it can be shown that largest
amplitudes of vibration are near the surface and in the depth they are quickly falling down
(Fig.Dl).

Dl Shear waves

It can be proved that in the layer on subgradc transverse waves can propagate with the
vibration in Y axis direction parallel to soil surface and they correspond to Eq. (D4).
Further, it can be proved that boundary conditions are fulfilled and shear waves can be
considered to be able to propagate in the layer on subgrade in horizontal direction.

Using the transfer

z = 7-h (Dl)

and denotation
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^ ) ' (D2)

2G _ 2G( l -v ) _ 2 F J ( l - v )
" ~ p ( l - 2 v ) " ( l 2 v ) ' ( D 3 )

V\ = § , (D4)

© r _ 2TC

Fs is shear wave velocity, Fp is longitudinal wave velocity, VPH is phase wave velocity, a is
wave number, / is wave length, T is period,/ is frequency, G is shear modulus.
For wave number a we can write on the basis of Eq. (D5)

what express relation between wave number a, frequency of motion / and ratio of phase
wave velocity VPH to shear wave velocity Vs.

D2 Ravleigh waves

Considering the wave propagation in medium with Poisson ratio v, then according to
Lamba solution we can write for very thick layer of the (2h) thickness:

Y
J

where

b'-V-2¥j- (D8)

After determining phase wave velocity from Eqs. (D7), (D8), (D9) or (D14), (D15) it can
be written for Rayleigh waves (Fig. D2):

u(x,z,t)= C, (e-*"' -^{2-{yfjje~k2Z) cosa(Vmt-x) , (D10)

e-*'--J sin a(VPH t -x) , (Dll)

where
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(D12)

(D13)

Checking the ratio (tanh (A,/?)) / (tanh (kji)) we can receive which wave components are
influenced by the thickness of surface layer (2h). It should be taken into account that
Eq. (D7) considers this ratio to be equal 1.0, that corresponds to limit case of very short
waves in very thick layer, with limit hi I —»oo .

The other cases need to use the equation

tanh(£i/») (k\ + a2)2

i-- ^ 2

tanh(*2*) 4 [^Jk [
V i V

(D14)

Starting with chosen frequency or wave length, we can calculate the appropriate phase
wave velocity using Eq. (D14).
Limit case of very thin layer and long waves allows to use arguments instead of tanh on the
left side of Eq. (D14). Results correspond to wave propagation in infinitely thin layer:

f±$ • (D15)
1 - V"

D3 Love waves

Love waves suppose the motion only in J7 direction and the deflection is a function of time
and variables x, z. It can be derived for motion which is falling down with depth, therefore
(see Fig. D3):

in surface layer is

v(x, z, t) - (A cos KZ + B sin KZ) e"1(I''w'"I) , (D16)

and in subgrade

v(x,z, t) = Ce"faew(tf'l>H'-JC) , (D17)

with

K = Jf^V-1 , (D18)
\ v I s.i /
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Fig. Dl. Calculation scheme for Rayleigh waves - surface layer on subgrade
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Fig. D2. Propagation of Rayleigh waves in thick layer
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Fig. D3. Calculation scheme for Love waves - surface layer on subgrade
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The phase wave velocity VPH depends from equations

(D19)

tan -1 1 =

if) -•
Asin xh -rB cos K/? = 0 ,

BGi + CGn/t = 0 ,

A - C = 0 .

Eq. (D20) is used to calculate the phase wave velocity VPH for Love waves

(D20)

(D21)

(D22)

(D23)
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

The design of structural systems with larger seismic capability and resistance is connected with
few conditions. In the first order it is appropriate definition of seismic loading. The adopted
classical approach uses response spectra method but it cover several problematic points. Firstly
it is insufficiency of method to account the influence of frequency components phase in loading
and the response. The replacement of actual multi-mode seismic response by RMS (root mean
square) response can cause too low result considering small number of natural modes, or at
large number the calculation results can several times overcross the actual seismic response.

Also the local non-linearities can be better identified using solution in time domain. In the range
of very low frequencies one must distinguish the pseudoacceleration response spectra
(important for civil engineering structures) and the absolute acceleration response spectra
(important for secondary seismic loading of technology systems and equipment inside of the
structure). This effect can be very low or more significant and depends from the participation of *
individual frequency components in seismic loading, usually in the range below 1 Hz.

Separate question comes from procedures recommended by standards to describe the effect of
soil-structure interaction and the influence of different subsoil on the shape of seismic response
spectra. The latest proposals are directed to the splitting of shape and values of standard
seismic response spectra in relation to maximum peak input acceleration and the type of subsoil.
It seems, however, the preferring the seismic response spectra approach meets to boundaries of
its principle and in cases of higher seismicity the results obtained are unrealistic.

Nowadays, when FEM calculation codes are available in design offices, we can seriously
consider the wider applications of calculations in time domain using either modal analysis
method or direct numerical integration method. Therefore, it is purposing to estimate firstly the
structure type, seismicity degree, foundation and soil characteristics and then reconsider the
calculation procedure to be applied. The seismic response at larger seismic loading is highly
recommended to be solved in time domain. In such case, we are able to introduce necessary
non-linearities into calculation and to follow eventually suppress the conditions for origination
of undesirable deformations and stresses of any kind.

The influence of the embedment of the foundation has its importance. It is already incorporated
into standards and guides and it can be applied in practice. The results show cases of
improvement in total seismic behaviour of subsoil and the reduction of seismic vulnerability of
structures. Structural improvements, seismic isolation and different response reduction systems
serve to improve the seismic behaviour of technology and structures with successive vibration
modification.

Important conclusion comes from the analysis of the effects other than that connected with
translate seismic inputs. It concerns the wave effects and the rotation seismic inputs which
excite additional rotation vibrations. These phenomena are important both for symmetrical and
asymmetrical structures.

Case studies demonstrated larger participation of torsional modes in the total seismic response.
Discussed torsional effects are worth to be analysed and taken into account for NPP structures.

In general, we can conclude that for reasonable analysis of rotation inputs both structural model
and inputs should be built in space mode. Such approach implies changes in natural frequencies
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and modes of vibration. Different positions of initiative failure regions should be expected in
relation to used structural model and inputs. Rotation seismic inputs cause the increase of
stresses in edge structural elements.

Remarkable torsion effects can appear also in the case of symmetrical structures. The increase
of stresses is obvious in torsion-translate response of asymmetrical structures. The important
tasks arise to pay larger attention to rotation seismic inputs and to spread the response analysis
to combined inputs. It should be emphasised the necessity to follow the properties of soil media
in time domain. The wave velocities have to be checked in relation to the dimensions of
structure foundation, together with the continuous control of seismic resistance capacity in
critical parts of structure. Simultaneously, the appropriate changes should be introduced into
structural model depending on the degree of non-linear behaviour. The verification of stresses in
critical parts gives the answer whether the design is sufficient or it should be modified.
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